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There are many changes that happen in the 
online world each month, and the GU Crew 
are here to help keep you on top of the latest 
developments with our monthly bulletin.  



 FACEBOOK 
FACEBOOK RENAMES CANVAS ADVERTS AND PROVIDES 
ENGAGEMENT OPTIONS
There are new updates to the canvas adverts (now called Instant experiences).  
If you sell actual products (e-commerce), then this latest update is hugely 
beneficial.  

FACEBOOK TO LAUNCH ADVERTISING ON STORIES
Advertisers will be able to start running ad campaigns on Facebook Stories, its 
alternative social media feed that relies on pictures and video rather than the 
more text-based messaging seen in the News Feed. Ads are already available 
on Instagram Stories.

FACEBOOK ARE LOOKING AT INTRODUCING  
LINKS IN “STORIES”
This is a big step for Facebook as they consider adding links within Stories 
to encourage businesses to use the feature.  Reading the write-up, it looks 
like you will need to have a minimum number of fans before this feature is 
enabled - this will stop stories becoming a “spam fest”.   When we have more 
details, we will let you know. 

FACEBOOK GROUP  
ADMINS CAN NOW  
PIN A COMMENT... COOL!
Spotted in the wild by Matt Navarra, 
Facebook is rolling out the ability 
to pin a comment to the top of 
a thread in a Facebook group.  
LinkedIn certainly has a long 
way to catch up with Facebook 
groups, don’t they? 

FACEBOOK TESTING 
THE ABILITY TO JOIN A 
GROUP AS A BUSINESS!  

We were super excited to read 
this as it is sometimes important 

to be active in a group to 
promote jobs, events or services 
as “your business” and not “your 
personal profile”.  We have been 

able to post as the business 
name for groups that we are 
admin of for some time, but 

being able to post in any group 
as your business is HUGE!



 YOUTUBE
YOUTUBE ADDS VERTICAL VIDEO ADVERT OPTIONS 
Is this a taste of things to come?  Is YouTube finally going to embrace vertical 
video?  Traditionally we have always thought of YouTube as wide video, 
but with all other platforms creating native video that displays the way 
people naturally use their phones when recording (vertical). I think this is 
an interesting move from YouTube.  Saying that, as content consumers, we 
do not feel that the experience will be as good as the traditional method of 
widescreen. 

 INSTAGRAM 
INSTAGRAM ARE LAUNCHING A NEW STAND ALONE 
SHOPPING APP
There were a few “oooh’s” in the office when we found this new app.   
Does this mean that Facebook will be taking on Amazon?  Time will tell!

INSTAGRAM ADDS NEW SUPER ZOOM FEATURE IN STORIES
As well as a new smooth zoom feature with stories (which is actually very 
cool!), you can now add emoji to comments in an intuitive way. 

 FACEBOOK 
Facebook will be joining the smart speaker 
world!  Along with the Google Home Pod, 
Amazon’s Alexa and Apple Pod, we will also 
have the option to purchase a “Facebook 
Portal”.  Mark Schaefer was right - the battle 
of the Smart Speakers is underway, but who 
will win the race?  



 SNAPCHAT 
AMAZON TEAMS UP WITH SNAPCHAT TO OFFER NEW 
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
This new function is built into the Snapchat app, and you can use it when 
you add Amazon to your Snapchat list. While in the app, just point your 
phone at an item you like, then find and buy it on Amazon.

SNAPCHAT LAUNCH TWO NEW VERSIONS OF THEIR 
SPECTACLES
One of the reasons that people did not embrace Snap Spectacles was due to 
the design.  The function was great, but if they make you look like a numpty, 
then youngsters would certainly not invest in them.  Snapchat have now 
created two new styles that actually look rather good!  

SNAPCHAT ADDS “BOUNCE” - THEIR VERSION OF 
INSTAGRAM’S “BOOMERANG”
It makes a nice change for Snapchat to copy something that 
Facebook/Instagram have created rather than 
the other way round! 



EMILY’S
BR INBOX
EMILY’S TOP TIP THIS MONTH...

A great way of creating interesting social media 
content is through the use of videos. There are 
some brilliant free and paid for apps and 
websites out there, however, my favourite one 
has to be www.magisto.com (this one has a charge).

If you have a selection of photographs or short video clips that you would like 
to use, simply select “Make a video”, then upload your files, select your editing 
style and whether you would like to add music, then click the “Finish” button. 
Once you have added your title, click “Create preview” to view the draft 
version of your new video. If you would like to make any changes, you can 
always select the “Go to storyboard” button to continue editing, or if you are 
happy with your creation then click “Save & share”!

DONE APP
Done helps you create healthy routines by helping you set goals, 
track your progress, and then motivating you with streaks/chains. 
Unlike so many other habit apps, Done lets you set a goal and track 
it MULTIPLE times a day, not just one time per day. 

Done can help you both BUILD and QUIT habits/activities.
Available for iPhone on the Apple App Store.

TOOL OF THE MONTH!
Julia’s

http://www.magisto.com


 TWITTER
TWITTER IS NOW FEATURING 
LIVESTREAM AT THE TOP OF THE APP
Twitter is making a move to increase viewership 
of and engagement with its livestreams by literally 
moving them to the top of the timeline in its flagship iOS  
and Android applications. 

TWITTER ROLLS OUT AUDIO-ONLY BROADCASTS
It is great to see Twitter finally doing something a bit different.  If you have a 
face for Radio or a fear of being on camera, then this new feature may be just 
what you are looking for.

TWITTER SUGGESTS ACCOUNTS FOR YOU TO UNFOLLOW
Twitter is testing a feature where it suggests who to unfollow. Twitter has 
been doing everything in its power to maintain its standing as an unbiased 
platform. So it came as a surprise when news broke that Twitter has been 
testing a feature that suggests accounts users might want to unfollow

TWITTER LAUNCH A NEW DESKTOP DESIGN,  
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
We have limited clients who have been given the new desktop Twitter design.  
It is very clean and easy to navigate, and put simply, it looks fresh.  Check to 
see if you have it by clicking your profile picture (top right) then at the bottom 
click “try the new Twitter” 

TWITTER REVIVES CHRONOLOGICAL TIMELINE 
Is Twitter adhering to peer pressure once again?  Over a series of Tweets, 
Twitter announced that it will be introducing a way to switch between 
different types of timeline.  Similar to the function on LinkedIn where you can 
toggle between “recent” and “top” content.  Keep an eye out as this function is 
being rolled out over the next few weeks. 

TWITTER 
UPDATE  

WITH  
JULIA



HOW LONG HAVE I BEEN 
INVOLVED WITH GREEN 
UMBRELLA?
I started freelancing with 
Green Umbrella back in 2016. 
Jumping to the early part of 
2018 and a permanent job at 
Green Umbrella came up on 
my Facebook feed, I contacted 
Christina straight away about it 
and started in February 2018. 
(The power of Social Media!)

WHAT DO I LOVE ABOUT 
WORKING AT GREEN 
UMBRELLA?
Apart from the brilliant, crazy team? Ha ha! 
Seriously though, my favourite part of the job is the coaching side. I love 
coaching people who are passionate about their business on how to 
successfully market themselves on Social Media. I get great satisfaction when 
my client gets that ‘lightbulb moment’ and starts to see it working for them. 

WHERE DO I HANG OUT ONLINE?
Outside of work my favourite online place to hang out is Pinterest or 
Instagram. I love creating boards on Pinterest and use it as a source of 
inspiration for house décor, planning a party or just creating various styles 
or looks. Instagram is also a very visual platform and allows me to use the 
creative side of me I do dip in and out of Facebook too, to keep up with my 
family and friends in Scotland.  

WHAT DO I GET ASKED ABOUT THE MOST?
The first thing my coaching clients always ask me is “If I post on Facebook 
every day, will people get bored of me?” The simple answer is that you do 
need to post on Facebook every day, but if you keep a good mix of content 
then people will not get bored. You have to engage with your audience too 
and not just keep it business focused. Let people see the person or people 
behind the business!  

MEET OUR TEAM



PRINT IS NOT DEAD! 
For the majority of businesses, there is still the need for a balance between 
online and more “traditional” marketing such as print.

From business cards to brochures to a whole new corporate identity, we can 
help communicate your message, enhance your image and win you more 
business.

We combine creative design ideas with high quality print solutions to give you 
the very best ways to promote your business.

We will help you achieve the results you need from your printed marketing 
whether you are a start-up or an established business looking for a fresh 
approach.

DESIGN & PRINT

CALL US 
NOW ON 

01604 726758 
to talk about 

your print  
requirements

500 Matt Laminated
Business Cards from only £35.00 +VAT
85 x 55mm • 400gsm silk artboard
Full process colour both sides • Biodegradable matt lamination both sides
Price based on supply of press ready artwork
Design extra if required

B
IO

DEGRADABLE
          LAMINATIO

N



NETWORKING – SIMPLE WAYS TO USE ONLINE 
TACTICS IN ORDER TO MAXIMISE YOUR  
OFFLINE ACTIVITIES

Whether you are an avid attendee at a breakfast meeting or save your 
schmoozing skills for bigger expo style events, the efforts you put into these 
face to face encounters can be maximised by the use of your social media 
presence.

It’s just a case of a little planning and the application of a hint of strategy…

BEFORE THE EVENT
The phrase “Check yourself before you wreck yourself” comes to mind!
Is your LinkedIn profile singing? Does it communicate clearly  
what you do, how you can help and who you can help? 
What have you posted recently? Does it support 
your message? 

 Christina’s Hot Tips



Are you directing us to key items of content? Have you added any 
slideshare presentations or PDF brochures to your profile that you might be 
using at the event?

DURING THE EVENT
Connect, Connect, Connect.
Use LinkedIn to see who is nearby and hit that connect button – send your 
new connections friendly non-salesy messages too. Introduce yourself and 
tell them to drop by your stand and say hello!

You’ve picked up a business card – great. Are they any social media links on 
there? No – ok that’s fine. With a quick search, you should be able to find 
them on Twitter if they’re there! Take a photo and tweet, tagging in your 
new contact – of course making sure you use the event hashtag too. 

POST-EVENT
What did you learn? Were there any takeaways that you can write up in the 
form of a blog or develop into an eBook? If it’s an expo is there any leverage 
in writing up your experience of attending the event? 

Which connections did you make that you can follow up with? Remember 
not every follow up will be a sales opportunity. Are there people you  
simply need to maintain communications with?  
 
A simple LinkedIn message to say “sorry I didn’t get to say hello but how 
was the show for you” can sometimes be just as valuable as grabbing a 
coffee in the middle of an event.



Call us now on 01604 726758
www.green-umbrella.biz

greenumbr3lla

greenumbrellabiz

green umbrella 

juliadohertygu

greenumbr3lla

That’s a small snippet of the top 
changes in the online world.  

If you have any questions or need any 
guidance, then please remember that 
we have a free online chat facility on 
our website. 

Simply visit www.green-umbrella.biz 
to speak to one of the crew. 

http://www.green-umbrella.biz

